STEREO MODELS VN35E, VN3-G AND MONOPHONIC MODELS VN78E SUPER-TRACKING PLUS® STYLUS DYNATIC® STYLUS

THE MODELS VN35E, VN3-G AND VN3-G ARE STYLUS AND TRACKING FORCE TUNED FOR STEREOPHONIC MODELS. The VN35E Stylus's spring color-coded bands has a Resonant Frequency of 125 Hz (文献中缺失单位)，while the VN3-G stylus has a Resonant Frequency of 250 Hz (文献中缺失单位) with a direct stylus moment arm for optimum tracking force setting. The VN3-G stylus has a Resonant Frequency of 500 Hz (文献中缺失单位) and is recommended for monaural use.

1. It drastically reduces tracing distortion because the stylus without the specified radius of 18 microns (文献中缺失单位) has a radius of 0.0025 in. (文献中缺失单位) radial clearance.

2. It is the ideal replacement for conventional 63 micron (.0025 in.) to 75 micron (.003 in.) stylus tips.

3. If it is necessary to replace an older stylus, never use the VN78E stylus with the VN35E cartridge.

4. Do not use badly warped, warped, cracked, or imperfect records.

5. When dusting the turntable, do not use compressed air to blow dust from the cartridge. Always remove it by hand or a compatible vacuum cleaner. Use compressed air or an alcohol-distilled water solution when cleaning the stylus. The stylus guard should be kept as a dust-free environment.

6. Do not use badly warped, cracked, or imperfect records.

7. Do not use badly warped, cracked, or imperfect records.

8. When dusting the turntable, do not use compressed air to blow dust from the cartridge. Always remove it by hand or a compatible vacuum cleaner. Use compressed air or an alcohol-distilled water solution when cleaning the stylus. The stylus guard should be kept as a dust-free environment.

9. The stylus grip, as this could result in stylus damage or corrosion.

10. Take care to properly insert the stylus tip or stylus guard. The stylus grip is not designed to hold the stylus at only the stylus tip. Always lift the stylus when you are not playing a record.

NOTE: Read the instructions and components carefully. Extra care should be taken when handling, cleaning, removing or replacing the stylus or the stylus guard. Incorrect handling or cleaning could result in damage to the stylus or the cartridge.

CHANNEL BALANCE: 5 grams (文献中缺失单位) with a maximum of 6.8 grams. When using the VN3-G stylus, a ball or metal with a weight of 5 grams (文献中缺失单位) will be adjusted to the stylus grip. In addition, the VN3-G stylus is recommended for monaural use.

RECOMMENDED STYLUS CLEANING: Use a cotton tip applicator moistened in alcohol or an alcohol-distilled water solution. Compressed air can damage the stylus and cartridge, resulting in a loss of signal reproduction. Do not use compressed air to blow dust from the cartridge. Always remove it by hand or a compatible vacuum cleaner. Use compressed air or an alcohol-distilled water solution when cleaning the stylus. The stylus guard should be kept as a dust-free environment.

NOTE: The stylus guard is in a "up" position for clarity. Be sure to be in the "down" position when removing or replacing the stylus guard.

RECOMMENDED STYLUS CLEANING: Do not use compressed air to blow dust from the cartridge. Always remove it by hand or a compatible vacuum cleaner. Use compressed air or an alcohol-distilled water solution when cleaning the stylus. The stylus guard should be kept as a dust-free environment.

1. Follow cotton tip or small size instructions when adjusting stylus tracking force.

2. Track at 1.25 grams (文献中缺失单位). If the tracking force is set too high, the stylus will not engage the record grooves. If the tracking force is set too low, the stylus will not engage the record grooves. The stylus grip of the VN3-G stylus is designed to hold the stylus at only the stylus tip. Always lift the stylus when you are not playing a record.

3. Take care to properly insert the stylus tip or stylus guard. The stylus grip is not designed to hold the stylus at only the stylus tip. Always lift the stylus when you are not playing a record.

4. Take care to properly insert the stylus tip or stylus guard. The stylus grip is not designed to hold the stylus at only the stylus tip. Always lift the stylus when you are not playing a record.

5. When dusting the turntable, do not use compressed air to blow dust from the cartridge. Always remove it by hand or a compatible vacuum cleaner. Use compressed air or an alcohol-distilled water solution when cleaning the stylus. The stylus guard should be kept as a dust-free environment.

6. Do not use badly warped, warped, cracked, or imperfect records.
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SUPER-TRACKING PLUS® STYLUS DYNATIC® STYLUS

STYLUS REPLACEMENT
Stylus replacement is simple and can be done fast. To replace with stylus grip down, grip the stylus grip between thumb and forefinger and pull forward on the stylus grip. Then slide the stylus down. The components are then ready for removal. Do not replace the stylus guard and do not replace the stylus grip. This could result in damage to the stylus or the cartridge.

The stylus assembly, when installed in the cartridge, is completely balanced for optimum recording at 1.55 grams (文献中缺失单位). If the assembly is installed improperly, the cartridge will not function properly. The assembly should only be replaced by an authorized SHURE dealer or a replacement stylus kit. Do not attempt to disassemble the cartridge.

NOTE: The stylus guard is in a "up" position for clarity. Be sure to be in the "down" position when removing or replacing the stylus guard.
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